
THE LAIRD’S BIG BREAXIT 

 

It was the Cabinet Secretary’s Press Day Out at the Edinburgh Festivals. This 

consisted of packing in as many events as she could between dawn and dark, so 

demonstrating her personal enthusiasm for the annual arts bonanza, and the Scottish 

Government’s support.  

So far Catherine Bell had done a Writers’ Breakfast at the Edinburgh International 

Book Festival and two exhibitions at the Edinburgh Art Festival, one at the National 

Gallery and one in a disused abattoir. Lunch had been snatched before a lunchtime 

concert and now she was at the Scottish Storytelling Centre for the matinee 

performance of a piece about Hamish Henderson, founding father of the Scottish Folk 

Revival. In the evening, the last event in her action-packed day would be attending the 

opening night of Ossian the main official Festival drama. 

The Centre staff had kindly shown her and her two junior minders upstairs out of the 

ruck to some quieter loos, where she benefitted from a spacious gender neutral facility 

which was also adapted for disabled people. It was a rare moment’s peace and quiet in 

her self-inflicted schedule. 

Coming out onto the landing there was no sign of her staffers so she looked at some of 

the illustrations that were mounted along the main wall. 

‘Well, good afternoon.’ An Anglo-Scottish foghorn blared through the temporary 

peace.  

A rotund, florid face surmounted by a few wisps of curly hair loomed from the 

direction of the offices. He was dressed in a three-piece tweed suit. 

‘Good afternoon,’ Catherine responded cautiously. 

‘Do come on through, our wee briefing’s about to begin.’ 

Could this be the Storytelling Centre’s Chairperson? 

‘Is there time before the show begins?’ 

‘Indeed there is, indeed yes. We’re just through here in the library. The media are 

coming later.’ 

The Cab Sec followed him through a swing door and sure enough a small group was 

gathering in the library. Some pre-show reception. She felt a sudden craving for a cup 

of tea, and sat down for a moment to rest her legs. Others were also gratefully taking a 

seat. 

‘Afternoon, all. Delighted. Most welcome,’ he smarmed. 



Where on earth had the Storytelling people got hold of this fruitcake? Was he a 

sponsor? 

‘And so pleased to meet you, my dear. Charmante, I must say, mustn’t I? And you, 

my good sir, have we met? McCraig of Craigievar, of That Ilk and so forth. Sounds 

like an e-mail address gone wrong. Just call me Gussie. That’s what they called me at 

Eton - Gussie Mac actually - and it just stuck, like a blob of shit.’ 

There was something wrong. She was in the wrong place, and she was stuck in a seat 

on the opposite side from the door. The lights were changing. 

‘Fabulous to see you all here. Such a select group, for our wee tête-a-tête. And at the 

Stags, the Royal Caledonian Stag. Why not join if you’re not already a member. I 

could put you up, for the right kind of consideration. Such fun nights they have here, 

Nowhere better for a bit of - ’ 

Stags?  It was a Fringe show, but not the one she was supposed to be attending. 

‘But that’s not why we’re here today, is it? So, everyone, please, mobile phones off. 

We don’t want to be disturbed, do we? This is just between us today, you and me, a 

kind of sneaky preview if you will, before it all goes big. And all the better for it, 

advance notice so to speak, because actually it’s corking, a total snifter. Believe me, 

I’m good on snifters.’ 

This guy was like something out of a Perthshire ‘Faulty Towers’. 

‘It’s this Brexit thing. Well, of course, what else? It’s totally fucking colossal. 

Everyone’s got their snout in on this one. But, freeens, there’s one cock that hasn’t 

crowed, bull sans bellow, so to speak. Yes, sir, bullseye in one. The true Scottish 

patriots have kept Mummy, till now at any rate. But now our horns are about to peep, 

poop, right in the face of that poncie wee Scottish Parliament so-called. The true blue 

worm is about to turn.’ 

Christ, it was political, outright and flagrant. Catherine had a moment of sudden 

panic. Had she been enticed into some kind of media sting? No, this was the Scottish 

Storytelling Centre, the friendliest most community connected venue in Edinburgh. 

Could she just get up and leave? 

‘But just wait, twenty years of persecution are coming to an abrupt end. Because 

Britannia’s got its UDI ticket from bloated Brussels. Unilateral Declaration of 

Independence, so we can take back the powers from Edinburgh. Twenty years of petty 

regulation, land enforcement, right to roam, pest protection, the whole stinking morass 

is about to come crashing down – or up- down, as Scotland’s natural rulers resume 

their rightful role.’ 

It was a satire, a political satire. This fruitcake was pitching for some new make-

believe Brexit. But he was right; the Brexiteers were gunning for Scotland’s powers, 



and the other devolved parliaments. The inside word was that Westminster was afraid 

a restored Northern Ireland Assembly, lacking a Unionist majority, could throw a 

spanner in the Irish Border works. Surely this was not normal Storytelling Centre 

terrain? But McCraig was warming to his brief. 

‘We’re dumping Scottish Conservative and Unionist and so forth. Bloody fiasco, toxic 

brand. The Conservative so-called revival’s about as convincing as the crease in Ruth 

Davidson’s trousers. Wet whenever it really counts. They even cancelled the party 

conference, on the first day of Spring, because of a snow shower. Flakey, Flakey.’ 

She didn’t dare laugh though others were catching on. 

‘No, this the start of STORY..S..S-TORY.The new narrative. We’re taking Scottish 

Tory back to where it belongs - at the front end. And not before fucking time. Wakey 

wakey time for all true Scots - we’re the S-TORIES.’ 

The Hon Gussie McCraig of Craigievar proceeded next to run through some key 

policy areas for the new movement. Hunting to kill; export of live animals; double the 

size of the armed forces to employ working class Scots; cut Corporation Tax, Capital 

Gains, Investment Levies, VAT, Inheritance, all those stifling regulations. Let wealth 

flourish again unbound. Double the farm and forest subsidies - money to plant trees 

and then more money to chop them down. ‘You know it makes sense - for us.’ 

‘Free Trade, yes, of course. That will boost exports and we can drill for more oil; and 

make more of those useful plastic thingies. Fracking of course, we’ll drill in all those 

industrial wastelands - Falkirk, Airdrie, Motherwell, Cumbernauld, Livingston - for 

gas. Where else could we sacrifice to the greater good? Govan, very good. 

Corstorphine? My dear girl, you are living dangerously. Energy Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Scotland can score big time, with the right investments and returns of course, for the 

right people. And we’ll be helping the environment, playing our part. We can stuff all 

that Carbon into the empty wells.’ 

It was the raving loony Brexit agenda in a Scottish guise. But where was this going, as 

a show? 

‘Now I realise you might be wondering, what qualifications does this chap have to be 

in charge of our new movement? Good question. Well it’s not just birth and breeding, 

of course not, though I have them coming out of every orifice. No, it’s my experience 

of life. Army service in Aldershot. Business start-ups and wind-ups. A family man. A 

shrewd investor when others hung back. Son of the soil, and so forth. Investor in solid 

assets. Turf. That’s what Scotland’s built on, you know. We can depend on terra 

firma. 

‘All that has of course been so misunderstood, my dear freens. We have always been 

the faithful ones, the guardians of Scotland, and our true STORY has not been told.  

When we had to do it, and it hurt - believe me, it still hurts - we went in with England 

to free up capital and keep the show afloat - in the liquid as it were. We gave up 



nationhood but there was a Union Dividend, like Brexit, though the other way round. 

And we used it to found the Royal Bank of Scotland. We knew our patriotic duty - 

‘Breathes there a man with soul so dead/ Who never to himself has said/ This is my 

own, my native land.’ God, how that chokes me up. Yes, and you too. All STORIES 

together.’ 

The Cabinet Secretary was intrigued despite herself. There was something clever 

blending in here. A twisted send-up of cultural nationalism, shoved sharply to the 

right. The audience was being issued with a questionnaire now. 

‘Yes, dear, Fracking - that’s a 1 not a 5. Have you got your lenses in? Look just sign 

at the bottom and we can fill them in later. Let’s move on. Loyalty, tradition, values 

that endure. These are what STORY stands for, and will restore. When we know who 

we are, then we are strong. Don’t think I’m getting preachy here, not at all. This is our 

deepest instinct, our folk wisdom. It’s in our songs, the ones everyone knows 

whatever their station in life. 

‘Bonnie Charlie’s noo awa 

Safely ower the friendly main 

Mony’s the hert will break in twa 

Should he no go come back again.’ 

 

‘Marvellous isn’t it, with an authentic accent? And so appropriate to this location. My 

Scots just pours out like a haggis on heat. Faithful through every trial and trouble - 

will ye no come back again? Hopefully not, but that’s not the point. These traditions 

catch the mood, raise morale. A Story for me, a Story for me, if you’re not a Story 

you’re no use to me....’.I was brought up with them. Mama was a Maitland, Dukes of 

Lauderdale, a real old Borders nag. How she loved those stories - Fairy Queers-

Queens, Thomas the Rhymer, Midside Maggie. I think we all had her at Eton. That 

was a favourite. And she could switch intae Auld Scots at the drop of her Borders 

Bunnet, with me at the knee, hanging on every wurrrd.’ 

The nauseous absurdity was the point, and the outright nerve of the performer who 

wove racism, sexism, snobbery and sheer nastiness into his ever-genial flow, 

presuming at every point that his listeners shared his abhorrent attitudes. The more 

personal and ‘sincere’ Gussie became the more of a monster he revealed himself to 

be. But then he appeared to touch a raw nerve of his own. 

‘Not that Papa saw it that way. But then dear Papa was damaged goods by the time I 

knew him. He was no plaster saint by all accounts before the war, more plastered. But 

those Japs knew their business.  

Skelfs under the nails, hung upside down, floggings, beatings on the soles of feet, 

bastinadoes. Like an Eton dorm really. Everything short of crucifixion, but Jesus he 

learned how to dole it out did dear Papa. Welts and hidden bruising. Seemed to relieve 



his feelings some way. Four stone fourteen ounces when he came back, hatred blazing 

out of every remaining ounce.  

‘Retreat from Singapore? It was a rout, fucking chaos, and they were left sitting ducks 

when the Japs dive bombed BzzzzBzzzz. Direct fucking hit. 

‘It’s all about techies now. Satellite tracking and heat finding missiles. Unmanned 

drones. No gods and precious few fucking heroes. Northern Ireland was the last of it. 

Men killing each other at close quarters, apart from the bombs. That’s where it had to 

end, should have bloody ended. The decline, loss of Empire. Labour fucking Britain, 

anti-nukes and welfare state, bleeding hearts. 

‘We went soft on the job. White man’s burden my arse. We panicked and we were 

fleeced. So thank Christ we don’t need an Empire any longer, just missiles, and piles 

and piles of cash stashed up in London. And, believe me, freeens, we’ll make sure 

Scotland gets its cut. That’s what all this is about, trust me. Because there’s no-one 

bloody else to trust when it comes to the cashflow. Global Perthshire here we come, 

eh. Let the professionals take charge. 

‘Oh yes, the questionnaires, hand them over. I was getting a bit historical there. 

Understandable really. Had to stick Papa in a home finally, doped up to the eyeballs. 

Not before he did some damage though. Still must look forward, bucking up instead 

of fucking up kind of thing, power of positive thinking.  

‘Time for another snifter or two I reckon. What do you say? It’s my own Malt you 

know. Craigieburn, the pure water of life, the Ooosge Bear, as we Gaels say, 

Perthshire ones anyway. Now that is one thing I actually like about the poncie 

Parliament. They use Gaelic. So uplifting in DunnyEeden, Queen of the North. I think 

I’ll introduce Gaelic in the House of Lords when I get my Hereditary. Papa and Mama 

would be proud, not to mention bloody amazed.’ 

Had the SNP been too rationalistic, too middle of the road? Catherine had a moment 

of self-doubt. By eschewing the cultural identity card, had they opened up space to the 

left and the right where charlatans of all sorts could call themselves patriots? The 

responsibilities of government didn’t make for easy politics.  In putting this piece on, 

was the Storytelling Centre sending itself up, while also making a political and a 

cultural point? The Laird waxed on.  

‘So what next? Media lunch, no launch, and S-TORY is a public force, unstoppable. 

We’re poised to take over Scottish Conservative HQ, with our own candidates lined 

up and then we’ll take power in Edinburgh. Will the Scots vote for us? Of course they 

bloody will. You have to understand that Scots plebeians are essentially servile for all 

their girning. It’s bred into them over centuries. The plebs that is, while the petit 

bourgeois are self-serving, supreme arse lickers. Offered the chance of freedom they 

turned it down like bolting fucking rabbits.’ 



The boot had gone in much harder. Suddenly the mood changed again, as the media 

launch had to be brought forward. After some hilarious comic business getting Gussie 

into tartan trews, he concluded ‘his opening remarks’, and went into public mode with 

his prepared speech. 

‘Our offer today, friends, our STORY, is a radical and richly rewarding alternative to 

all the existing played out political options, and parties. They have all foundered on 

the sterile and increasingly bitter debate about Scottish Independence. There lies a 

dead-end, Unionist versus Nationalist. Now STORY, Scottish STORY, will sweep all 

that aside. Providing a new political narrative. A shared narrative of pride without 

division, confidence without bombast, hope with purpose. 

‘We shall move forward united by ancient loyalties, together as Scotland’s people, a 

nation, at peace with itself. The time has come, and more than come, for new 

direction, a fresh start, a better STORY. Brexit can be our Big Break, if we seize the 

moment. So, friends, I give you STORY, our STORY, your STORY, Scotland’s 

STORY, the future STORY of us all.’ 

Applause was cued, and Catherine rose to make her escape, but it wasn’t the end.  

‘More whisky, quick. And get this bloody jacket off me...these trousers.’ 

She was already out in the confusion. The two staffers were waiting on the landing 

looking like frightened rabbits.  

‘You were in the wrong show, Cabinet Secretary.’ 

‘I had noticed, Gordon. But it doesn’t matter. Can we still get into the second half of 

Hamish Henderson?’ 

‘We can slip in now. They’ve kept seats for us at the back.’ 

‘Fine, no harm done, said Catherine starting down the stairs before the rest of the 

audience, or worse a re-emerging McCraig. ‘What was that crazy show called?’ 

‘The Laird’s Big Breaxit’. It’s a Donald Smith script. Quite political.’ 

‘Quite political is understatement. He’s come out of his shell.  But we don’t need to 

tell anyone, do we?’  

‘No, Cabinet Secretary,’ chorused Gordon and Elaine in unison. 

 

 


